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Tort Law 
 

1. Introduction and Expected Learning Outcome  

 
At the end of this section on the Introduction to the law of torts you will have a basic 

understanding of the following: 

• The definition of tort;  

• The general characteristics of tortious liability;  

• The relevance of motive in the law of torts;  

• The aims and objectives of the law of torts; and  

• The interests protected by the law of torts.  

 

 

Caveat: The lecture is not based on Swiss law. The idea is to give an introduction to tort law as it is 

understood in the common law system, using the English language terminology. But the concepts 

explained are of such general nature that they are valid for countries of the civil law tradition as 

well. 

 

For a concise introduction into Swiss tort law see: Pierre Tercier/Dominique Dreyer, Torts, in: 

Dessemontet/Ansay (eds.), Introduction to Swiss Law, Kluwer/Schulthess, The Hague/Zurich, 

2004, p.145 - 163. 
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2. The Definition of Tort 

 
What is a tort? A tort is a species of civil injury or wrong 1

 

. This means that a tort is a type of civil 

wrong, it is an injury to a person or his property which give him a claim for damages. But it should 

be noted that there are other types of civil wrongs, such as breach of contract and breach of trust. 

The definition set out below, is an attempt to distinguish tort from other civil wrongs. 

"Tortious liability arises from the breach of a duty primarily fixed by law; this duty is towards 

persons generally and its breach is redressible by an action for damages."  

 

The following points should be noted: 

- It is the law which imposes tortious duties, meaning duties out of tort law are not 

voluntarily undertaken like in contracts.  

- We owe tortious duties to persons generally and not merely to one other person. In a 

contract one owes a duty to the other contracting party.  

- The victim of the tort is given the right to bring an action for damages. i.e. damages are 

fixed at the discretion of the court. So, for example, if you bring an action for defamation, 

it is entirely up to the court to decide on whether to award you 10 pence or £50,000. 

 

3. The General Characteristics of Tortious Liability 

- Liability arises out of a wrongful act or wrongful omission (when there is a duty to act).  

Normally, liability is the consequence of one’s own act, but there are situations where one 

person is liable for another's wrongful act or omission. Such liability is known as 

vicarious2

- Generally, tortious liability is based on ' fault'  of the defendant. Fault means that the 

claimant must prove that the defendant committed the act (or omitted to act) 

intentionally or negligently. Fault in its most general meaning means any behaviour 

falling below the standards demanded by law. If liability is based on fault, the claimant 

 liability. One situation in which such liability occurs is in the case of an 

employer - employee relationship. For example, the law imposes liability on the employer 

when the employee commits a tort during the course of his/her employment. In such 

situations the employee is personally liable and the employer is vicariously liable.  

                                                 
1 Civil as opposed to criminal or administrative law wrongs. 

2 Vicarious has the meaning of standing in for somebody else. 
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must prove that the defendant did not observe his duties, that he was negligent or that he 

even acted with intent. The defendant can show that he did nothing wrong. There are, 

however, instances when tortious liability is 'strict', such as in products liability or liability 

for car accidents. In these cases, the defendant is liable if he caused damage, whether he 

acted negligently or not.      

       

 

Question for discussion:  

 

Driving back home from University, Rick bumps into Pamela’s car. Should he be liable if 

a. he was driving at normal speed and bumped into Pamela’s car because a child ran 

on the street and he swerved in order to avoid hitting the child. 

b. he was driving at too high speed and was talking on his cellular phone and didn’t 

see Pamela’s car waiting at a traffic light? 

 

What would be different if there is a strict liability for drivers? 

 

- Generally, the claimant must prove that s/he has suffered damage which is not too 

remote a consequence of the defendant's wrongful act or omission. Remoteness refers 

to a chain of causes and consequences leading towards a damage. For example, my dog 

runs out into the street, a car driver tries to avoid hitting him and swerves around. He hits 

an electricity mast. Due to the resulting power failure, a factory nearby has to stop 

production for a week and loses business.  

 

Question for discussion: 

 

What damage am I still responsible for? 

 

4. The Relevance of Motive in the Law of Torts 

 

Motive is the reason for doing something. The general rule is that motive is not relevant in the 

law of torts. In the most important category of torts, liability for negligence, liability does not 

depend on a specific motive – it is only about somebody acting at fault.  
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So, generally, if I do an unlawful act which amounts to a tort, I am liable despite acting with a good 

motive.  

 

If I commit a lawful act, the fact that I commit the act with an evil motive (i.e.malice) does not 

make me liable in tort.  

 

Question: Can you think of examples? When could you commit a tort in spite of acting with a 

good motive? Can you find an act that is lawful, even if committed out of bad motive?  

 
 

5. The Aims and Objectives of the Law of Torts 

 

- Compensation for harm  

 The main remedy available to a victim of a tort is an action for damages. The main objective 

in awarding damages is to compensate the victim for the harm s/he has suffered.  It does not 

necessarily follow that compensation will automatically take the form of monetary 

compensation. The type of compensation that the injured party seeks to recover can take a 

number of forms. The traditional remedy is monetary compensation (known as common law 

damages).  

- Prevent the continuance or repetition of harm  

In some cases, the injured party may only desire an order from the judge that forbids the 

wrongdoer to continue his damaging activity or obliges him to do something specific3

In many cases, the injured party might wish both: to have the damaging activity stopped 

immediately by an injunction and to receive monetary compensation for the damages suffered.  

. This 

way, he could prevent further damage rather than receive monetary compensation. A person 

injured by a defamating press report might want the newspaper to publish the correct facts and 

an excuse. Or if your neighbour makes too much noise / smell (which are torts) the court 

could order him to stop these nuising activities.     

- Punishment of the wrongdoer - In certain torts, for example in defamation, the court awards 

exemplary damages. The objective of exemplary damages is to punish the wrongdoer. 

Therefore the damages paid to the claimant are not only the actual amount of damages but a 

multiple of those (common are “triple” damages in the USA). 

                                                 
3 Technically speaking, this would be a “restraining order” in the form of an “injunction” 
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- Deterrence - The possibility of having to pay damages (compensatory or exemplary) may 

deter us from committing torts.  

- Justice - It could be said that compensation is paid to the victim in order to do justice to him, 

as he has been wronged by the defendant. If you damage somebody it is essential to make 

good to him for the damage he suffered. Also, justice being done contains an element of 

revenge. 

 

6. The Interests Protected by the Law of Torts 

a) Personal interests: 

 

Wrongs which can be done to your personal interests are a pretty long list. Usually you have a 

pretty good feeling about what is wrong – it is common sense. 

The most important categories are: 

Intentional interference with personal interests: 

- Battery - This tort is committed when the defendant does an act which results in physical 

contact with the claimant without the latter's consent. The act must be direct and should 

be done intentionally or negligently in order to be actionable. E.g. if I push you I have 

committed battery.  

- Assault - If the defendant does a direct act, intentionally or negligently, which results in 

the claimant being put in fear of physical contact with the defendant. E.g. If I threaten to 

hit you I have committed the tort of assault.  

 

Negligent interference with personal interests: 

- Negligence - The Tort of Negligence is committed when the defendant's breach of duty 

of care causes physical damage to the claimant - see Donoghue v. Stevenson (below).  

- Occupiers' liability for defective premises - An occupier who negligently fails to 

maintain his property is liable to a person who is on the premises and suffers physical 

injury as a result of the defective state of the premises. 

 

Question: Do you know whether there is a provision in Swiss law that is equivalent 

to occupiers’ liability? 
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Interference with personal interests without intention or negligence: 

 

Strict liability for defective products following the EU Directive 85/374: If you buy a 

defective product and suffer physical injury as a result of the product, you could sue the 

manufacturer without having to prove intention or negligence, as the manufacturer's liability 

under the statute is 'strict' (i.e. not based on fault) (see below).  

 

b) Property interests: 

Intentional interference4

- Interference to Goods - If the defendant commits a direct act, intentionally or 

negligently, in respect of the claimant's goods, this constitutes the Tort of Trespass to 

Goods. e.g. if you tear a page from my book without my consent, you commit Trespass 

to Goods.  

 with property interests: 

- Interference to Land - The Tort of Trespass to Land is committed when the defendant, 

intentionally or negligently, enters on land, without the permission of the person in 

possession of land.  

 

Negligent interference with property interests: 

- Tort of Negligence - If you are negligently driving on the wrong side of the road and 

crash into my car and cause damage to it, you are liable.  

 

Interference with property interests without intention or negligence: 

- Nuisance - If the defendant does some activity which constitutes an unreasonable 

interference with the claimant's use and enjoyment of his land, the Tort of Nuisance is 

committed.  

- Liability of the Owner of Land - the owner of land is strictly liable for any damage 

caused to the neighbouring land.  

 

c) Economic interests: 

 

Intentional interference with economic interests: 

- False representations - An example of a tort where the defendant makes a false 

representation is the Tort of Deceit. For this tort to be committed the defendant must 

                                                 
4 Interference means meddling with somebody’s affairs, causing obstruction or hindrance. 
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make the false statement knowingly or without belief in its truth or recklessly careless 

whether it is true or false. The defendant intends the plaintiff to rely on the statement and 

act upon it and the claimant does in fact act in reliance on it and suffers economic loss. 

Under these circumstances, a lie becomes the tort of misrepresentation. A simple lie 

which does not meet these requirements has no legal consequences. 

- Unlawful interference with trade - An example is the tort of Conspiracy which is 

committed when two or more traders get together to act so as to cause damage to the 

trade of another.  

 

Negligent interference with economic interests: 

- Tort of Negligence - In certain circumstances, a person who commits a negligent act or 

makes a negligent statement and causes economic loss to another is liable to pay 

compensation to the person who suffers the loss.5

- Builders and contractors are liable to those who suffer economic loss caused by defects 

in buildings  

  

 

d) Interests in reputation: 

- The tort of Defamation protects interests in reputation. Defamation is an attack on the 

good reputation of a person an can be committed in forms: 

a) If the defendant orally communicates a false statement about the claimant to a third 

party, this constitutes slander, provided the statement lowers the reputation of the 

plaintiff in the eyes of the average right-thinking members of society.  

b) A false statement about the claimant communicated in writing to a third party 

constitutes libel.        

For example: If I tell somebody “my accountant made a complete mess of my 

bookkeeping and now I am in deep trouble with the tax authorities” and this is not true, 

then my accountant could claim damages from me because I damaged his reputation. 

 

e) Misuse of process: 

- The tort of Malicious Prosecution protects a person who has been wrongfully 

subjected to judicial proceedings by another who has acted maliciously in bringing the 

proceedings.  

 

                                                 
5 Remember: tort law is only the civil law  level of consequences of this accident. The accident could also have consequences on 

criminal law and administrative law. 
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7. Distinguishing between tort and contract law 

Contract law is concerned with promises that have been made in respect of actions to be 

performed either immediately or at some time in the future. The purpose of contract then is to 

protect the single interest: that of having promises of others performed. The interests protected in 

tort cover a much wider field by protecting both property and the person. 

A further distinction is that the contractual duty really springs from agreement between the 

parties, while the tortious duty is imposed by the law independently of the consent of the parties. 

Therefore, breach of contract and torts committed have consequences on different levels of the 

law: 

- As contractual liability stems from the agreement of the parties to the contract, those 

parties can agree to modify or even completely waive liability. E.g. “guarantee” for 

defective products. This is not possible for tortuous liability, as here the base of the 

liability is the law. You cannot exclude tortuous liability – this would mean changing the 

law.  

- Torts often have further consequences in criminal and administrative law, whereas 

contractual breaches usually are only fought out in civil courts. 

A claim or action for damages in both contract and tort might also lie in the same set of 

circumstances - generally where the defendant's actions are negligent. For example, where a doctor 

negligently treats his patient: 

• he may have broken an implied term in his contract with that patient to take reasonable 

care; and  

• in tort because they have broken his duty of care in regard to his patient.  
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8. Negligence 

 

Negligence is the most important of the various torts. It is not only a tort of its own, it is also a 

basic concept, which is known and understood in all jurisdictions world-wide. Hence we will look 

at it more closely. As a general idea, negligence means, that whenever you act negligently and 

thereby inflict damage to somebody else, there is a high chance that you have committed a tort and 

will be obliged to pay compensation. 

In modern common law, the concept of negligence was established in 1932 in the decision of 

Donoghue v Stevenson, where a customer found a snail in a bottle of ginger beer. Negligence has 

become, by far, the most important area of tort law. It extends to defective products and structures, 

restaurant and road accidents, and even negligent misstatements. 

Case: Donoghue v Stevenson [1932] AC 562 

Fact: A friend bought a bottle of ginger beer for Mrs. Donoghue. The ginger beer was in 

an opaque glass bottle. While in the course of drinking the contents of the bottle she 

noticed the decomposed remains of a snail. As a result, she became sick and suffered shock.  

Issue: Whether the manufacturer owed Mrs. Donoghue a duty of care. 

Decision: The House of Lords held that the Mrs. Donoghue was entitled to recover 

damages against the manufacturer in negligence. Any person who manufactures products 

and who knows that in the absence of reasonable care on his part an injury to the 

consumer’s life or property could result, owes a duty of care to the consumer. 

When people hear the word 'negligence' they generally take it to mean carelessness or 

thoughtlessness. However, this is not completely accurate because careless acts do not necessarily 

amount to negligence and therefore do not lead to an action under the tort of negligence. 

Negligence as a legal concept has a different meaning than in everyday use.  

a) What has to be established ? 

 

In order to succeed in an action in negligence, it is necessary for the injured party (the plaintiff or 

claimant) to establish: 

http://www4.gu.edu.au/shr/sr01/mod03/sr01m03at17s03.htm�
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• that the defendant owed the plaintiff a duty of care;  

• that the defendant breached that duty of care to the plaintiff;  

• that the plaintiff suffered actual loss or damage recognised by the law.  

 

In detail: 

aa) Does the defendant owe a duty of care to the plaintiff? 

 

The plaintiff must establish that a duty of care was owed by the defendant taking into account 

the particular facts of the individual case. 

What is a “duty of care”? In a liberal society, you have little legal obligations towards other people. 

You need not care about them, as long as you don’t harm them. But in certain circumstances, the 

law obliges people to conduct themselves in such a way as to avoid injury to them. A breach of the 

duty of care can be done by an act or by an omission. 

“Duty of care” seems to be a typical legal “rubber word”, in practise, one has to finde more precise 

criteria to determine what the duty of care is. While there is no set formula to establish when this 

duty of care may arise, the following test, cited by Lord Atkin in Donoghue v. Stevenson (1932) 

and often referred to as the 'neighbour'  principle, may be applied: 

You must take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which you can reasonably foresee would be likely to 

injure your 'neighbour'; and  

your neighbour is any person who is so closely and directly affected by what you do that you ought 

reasonably to have them in contemplation as being so affected when you are directing your mind to the acts or 

omissions which are called in question. 

In the case of Donoghue v Stevenson  it was reasonably foreseeable that if the manufacturer failed to 

take care in the preparation of the ginger beer, the ultimate consumer could suffer injury. 

Therefore, Donoghue was a 'neighbour' to the manufacturer and one to whom a duty of care was 

owed. The manufacturer had breached his duty of care to her and she had suffered damage as a 

result. 
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Questions for discussion: 

 Why should you owe a duty of care only to your “neighbour”? Why should one not be 

liable for all your acts, regardless of who the person injured is? Is the “neighbour” test still 

adequate in today globalized economy? 

You can reframe the question: who should be a “neighbour”? Should the term be taken 

literally (the people living around you) or should it be interpreted in a broad sense? 

bb) The tests for duty of care 

In determining the existence of a duty of care, the courts have a number of tests that they use: 

• the foreseeability test;  

• the proximity test; and  

• policy considerations.  

 

 Foreseeability 

 

Foreseeability is the question of what a reasonable person in all the circumstances 

would have foreseen if they had directed his mind to the circumstances. In other words, 

would he have foreseen the likelihood of injury? Remember that negligence consists in failure 

to take care against unreasonable risk of foreseeable injury, not unforeseeable injury. To 

succeed in establishing a duty of care, the plaintiff must prove that a reasonable person in the 

position of the defendant would have foreseen that the situation amounted to a real risk to 

the plaintiff.   

Proximity 

The second test is 'the proximity' test. Here, the court considers how close the relationship 

between the parties is and then makes a judgment about the legal consequences of that 

relationship.  

Questions for discussion: 

What would you consider “close relationships” in this sense? Can you find examples? 
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 Policy considerations 

Policy considerations includes matters such as fairness, justice and the reasonableness of 

imposing a duty of care in the facts before the court. 

Case for Discussion: Decision of the Swiss Federal Supreme Court Nr. 112 II 118, of 

March 11, 1986 (G. v. Swiss Confederation).  

Facts: On August 23, 1982 a military plane of the type “Hunter” crashes, killing Claude G. 

(born January 1972) and his brother Frédéric G. (born January 15, 1972). Their mother 

Alberte G. and their brother Alban G. are injured severely. Alberte G. and her three sons 

had been picking apples in an orchard when the plane crash happened.  

When the father of the family, Angiolino G., hears about the death of two of his sons and 

the injuries of his wife and his third son, he suffers a nervous shock. He remains 

handicapped for the rest of his life and can continue working only part-time (50%). 

Issue: Would Angiolino G. have a claim for damages under Common Law against the 

owner of the plane, the Swiss Confederation? Has there been a breach of the duty of care?  

 

cc) Has the defendant breached his duty of care ? 

 

Once the judge decides that a duty of care is owed by the defendant to the plaintiff, the next 

question is whether the particular conduct of the defendant constitutes a breach of such duty.  

When is there a breach of the duty of care? The defendant was in breach of his duty if he did not 

comply with the standard of care of a reasonable person. The standard of care is an objective 

one and the standard required of the defendant is that of the reasonable person. 

Hypothetical case:  

According to his yearlong habit, on Friday night, John Doe has a few drinks with his mates 

in the local pub. Later he wants to drive home, starts his car and drives backwards in order 

to move out the parking lot. He doesn’t see that another car is parked closely behind and 

bumps into it. When the owner claims damages from him, he argues that the other car was 
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parked to close to his car and that it was dark and impossible to see the other car and that 

due to the influence of the alcohol his mental and physical capacities where reduced. 

 

dd) Has the plaintiff suffered damage ? 

The plaintiff must show that some actual (material, physical or mental) damage was suffered 

as a result of the defendant's breach of duty (his failure to take care). This raises the question of 

remoteness of damage. 

ee) Causation 

In negligence it must also be established that the damage suffered was caused by the defendant's 

breach of duty and this is called 'causation'. 

The question is, whether the harm to the plaintiff would not have occurred 'but for'  the 

defendant's actions. If the harm would have happened just the same, irrespective of fault or no 

fault, then it is not a cause. 

  

ff) Remoteness 

The consequences of negligent conduct can continue indefinitely and the question of 'remoteness 

of damage' allows the court to consider whether, and to what extent, defendants should have to 

answer for the consequences of their conduct. Only foreseeable damage is recoverable. 

The test used for the determination of remoteness of damage is that of foreseeability - that is, 

could a reasonable person foresee such a happening? There has to be a real risk, one which 

would occur to the mind of a reasonable person in the defendant's position and which would not 

be ignored as being 'far-fetched'.  

 

gg) What will the plaintiff recover ? 

Measure of damages is concerned with the question of the amount the defendant must pay for 

the damage that has been inflicted on the plaintiff and for which liability has been established. The 

plaintiff is entitled to be compensated for the financial consequences of the injury he has suffered 

as a result of the defendant's actions, whether or not these are foreseeable. As a result, the 

defendant has to pay greater damages in loss of earnings to a millionaire than to a bank clerk. 
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b) What defences will a defendant raise ? 

  

A defence in tort law is a basis for avoiding liability by stating that the plaintiff has no claim. 

Contributory negligence 

It has to be established that the plaintiff failed to take reasonable care for his own safety or for the 

safety of his property and that this failure to take care contributed to the accident which caused the 

damage.  

If the defendant is successful, the damages the plaintiff would have received is reduced accordingly, 

based on a comparison of the plaintiff’s degree of lack of care from the standard of a reasonable 

person. The reduction is calculated on the basis of the damages that would have been awarded to 

the plaintiff if there had been no fault on their part and then reduced by the percentage of their 

negligence. 

The standard of care that the plaintiff must observe to avoid contributory negligence being raised 

as a defence is the same as that required of a defendant who owes a duty of care to the plaintiff.  

Case Study: Baker v Willoughby [1970] AC 467 

Fact: A pedestrian, Mr. Baker,  was knocked down by a car driven by Mr. Willoughby while 

crossing the road. Mr. Baker had a clear view of the road and was in a position where he 

could see the car from over 200 metres away, yet neither he nor Mr. Willoughby motorist 

took any evasive action. After the accident but before the trial, Mr Baker was shot by a 

robber in his injured leg and the leg had to be amputated. 

Issue: Whether the motorist (defendant) could claim contributory negligence on the part of 

the pedestrian (plaintiff). 

Decision: The court held that in an action for negligence by the plaintiff, the parties were 

equally blameworthy. An assessment of damages that would have been awarded to the 

plaintiff if there was no contributory negligence was first calculated and, as the damages 

were apportioned equally, was reduced by 50 per cent. 

Another defence the defendant may raise is that of: 
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Voluntary assumption of the risk 

Where the plaintiff assumes the risk, he absolves the other party from his duty of care and 

consequent liability to pay compensation. The plaintiff must have fully appreciated the risk and 

accepted it willingly. Thus a sportsperson playing a contact sport has consented to the usual risks 

associated with that sport. Thus, a legitimate bump and risk of consequent injury is a risk inherent 

in football, while being hit behind the play is not.  

In very exceptional cases the following defences could also be raised: 

- Self-defence 

-  Act of God / force majeure 

- A defence based on statutory authority; and 

- Mistake.  

 
Question for discussion: 
 
Can you think of somebody being damaged legally by an act of statutory authority? 
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Overview: Negligence Action 

A typical negligence action can look as follows (D is defendant and P is plaintiff): 

 

Where two or more persons have caused injury to the plaintiff, the requirement that there be 

proof of negligence of one of them can create difficulties, unless they were joint tortfeasors. 
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Case: Tort Law 

Thomas Smith, 19 years old, was sitting in his car waiting for the traffic light to turn green, 
when his car was hit in the rear by a car driven by Mary Stewart, of age 53. Mary was driving 
at a relatively low speed, about 25 kilometers per hour. She was talking on her cellular phone 
and therefore not paying too much attention to the traffic, but according to her own 
statements to the police she was well rested and alert.  

The damage to the car was negligible due to the low speed of Mary’s car. But as a result of 
the collision, the air-bag in Thomas’ car was activated and the air-bag hurt Thomas’ face and 
chest. The face was cut and his nose was broken due to the impact of the air-bag. 
Additionally he continued to experience back-pain and had to give up his job as a landscape 
architect. Now he is attending college again, studying business administration. This will be a 
four year course at the cost of US$ 25’000.-- a year. He doesn’t mind this cost much, though, 
as he was planning to change to a career in management anyway.  

Thomas had not been wearing his seat belt. It is a well-known fact that air-bag injuries are 
much less serious if the driver is wearing his seat belt.  

 

Discuss Thomas’ claims against Mary: which claims does he have and what should their 
amount be? 

 

Discuss Mary’s possible defences 

 

Prepare to discuss the case as the judge. 
 
 

 

9.  Strict Liability 

Where a person has control of premises, introduces a dangerous substance, or carries on a 

dangerous activity, the law often provides for strict liability.  

Strict liability is also called liability without fault. It means that in order to claim damages, the 

plaintiff needs to show only that he has suffered damage that is caused by the dangerous activity, 

without having to show negligence. E.g. the person who handles explosives or runs a nuclear 

power station is responsible for all injuries caused by his enterprise, even if he uses the utmost care. 

In other words, the plaintiff has to show: 
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- defect of the product 

- causation 

- damages suffered. 

The reasoning behind strict liability is that on the one hand, there exist dangerous activities that 

should be allowed because they have some social benefit to the society at large. On the other hand, 

it makes sure that individuals are compensated for damages suffered. In a system of liability for 

negligence, this would be less certain: individuals could go without compensation as they possibly 

could not show that the defendant has breached his duty of care. 

Often, the law provides for the person carrying out such dangerous activities to carry insurance 

coverage high enough to compensate victims (e.g.: third-party insurance for car-owners).  

Example for Strict Liability: Product liability (defective products) 

An important part of strict liability is product liability. Product liability has developed through court 

cases in the Common Law. Additionally, many states have chosen to enact specific laws providing 

for product liability. In Europe, the directive 85/374 obliges all member states of the EU to 

introduce laws providing for strict liability. 

 

COUNCIL DIRECTIVE  

of 25 July 1985  

on the approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member 
States concerning liability for defective products  

(85/374/EEC)  

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN  

COMMUNITIES,  

HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE:  

Article 1  

The producer shall be liable for damage caused by a defect in his product.  

Article 2  

For the purpose of this Directive 'product' means all movables, with the exception of primary 
agricultural products and game, even though incorporated into another movable or into an 
immovable. 'Primary agricultural products' means the products of the soil, of stock-farming 
and of fisheries, excluding products which have undergone initial processing. 'Product' 
includes electricity.  

Article 3  
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1. 'Producer' means the manufacturer of a finished product, the producer of any raw material 
or the manufacturer of a component part and any person who, by putting his name, trade 
mark or other distinguishing feature on the product presents himself as its producer. 2. 
Without prejudice to the liability of the producer, any person who imports into the 
Community a product for sale, hire, leasing or any form of distribution in the course of his 
business shall be deemed to be a producer within the meaning of this Directive and shall be 
responsible as a producer.  

3. Where the producer of the product cannot be identified, each supplier of the product shall 
be treated as its producer unless he informs the injured person, within a reasonable time, of 
the identity of the producer or of the person who supplied him with the product. The same 
shall apply, in the case of an imported product, if this product does not indicate the identity 
of the importer referred to in paragraph 2, even if the name of the producer is indicated.  

Article 4  

The injured person shall be required to prove the damage, the defect and the causal 
relationship between defect and damage.  

Article 5  

Where, as a result of the provisions of this Directive, two or more persons are liable for the 
same damage, they shall be liable jointly and severally, without prejudice to the provisions of 
national law concerning the rights of contribution or recourse.  

Article 6  

1. A product is defective when it does not provide the safety which a person is entit led 
to expect, taking all circumstances into account, including:  

(a) the presentation of the product;  

(b) the use to which it could reasonably be expected that the product would be put;  

(c) the time when the product was put into circulation.  

2. A product shall not be considered defective for the sole reason that a better product is 
subsequently put into circulation.  

Article 7  

The producer shall not be liable as a result of this Directive if he proves:  

(a) that he did not put the product into circulation; or  

(b) that, having regard to the circumstances, it is probable that the defect which caused the 
damage did not exist at the time when the product was put into circulation by him or that 
this defect came into being afterwards; or  

(c) that the product was neither manufactured by him for sale or any form of distribution for 
economic purpose nor manufactured or distributed by him in the course of his business; or  

(d) that the defect is due to compliance of the product with mandatory regulations issued by 
the public authorities; or  

(e) that the state of scientific and technical knowledge at the time when he put the product 
into circulation was not such as to enable the existence of the defect to be discovered; or  

(f) in the case of a manufacturer of a component, that the defect is attributable to the design 
of the product in which the component has been fitted or to the instructions given by the 
manufacturer of the product.  

Article 8  

1. Without prejudice to the provisions of national law concerning the right of contribution or 
recourse, the liability of the producer shall not be reduced when the damage is caused both 
by a defect in product and by the act or omission of a third party.  
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2. The liability of the producer may be reduced or disallowed when, having regard to all the 
circumstances, the damage is caused both by a defect in the product and by the fault of the 
injured person or any person for whom the injured person is responsible.  

Article 9  

For the purpose of Article 1, 'damage' means:  

(a) damage caused by death or by personal injuries;  

(b) damage to, or destruction of, any item of property other than the defective product itself, 
with a lower threshold of 500 ECU, provided that the item of property:  

(i) is of a type ordinarily intended for private use or consumption, and  

(ii) was used by the injured person mainly for his own private use or consumption.  

This Article shall be without prejudice to national provisions relating to non-material damage.  

 

Questions: 

• who is liable for defective products according to the directive? 

• which are the conditions for liability? what is not a condition for liability? 

• how can the responsible person get out of his liability? 

• what damages can the injured person recover? 

 

 

 

Hypo: 

Ms. Braun buys a pressure cooker but of the “Kuhn Rikon” brand in the Coop shop in Olten. The 

price is of CHF 199.-. On first time use, the pot explodes due to a defective security valve. Ms. 

Braun is hurt (burns from steam) and the costs for recovery amount to CHF 5’600.-. The damage 

in the kitchen has to be repaired at a cost of CHF 760.-. 

How much in damages can Ms. Braun recover from whom?  
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